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Abstract
Path finding algorithm is a very challenging problem for navigating
autonomous virtual robots in complex environment. A reliable navigation
system must be able to identify the virtual robot current location, avoid any
collisions and determine the smooth path trajectory of the object. At present,
the needs to produce systematic and efficient path finding algorithm with
impressive collision scheme has led number of researchers to conduct various
experiments to improve and modify the existing algorithms in order to solve
several issues in path planning algorithm with collision avoidance for
autonomous virtual robot. This paper presents series of path planning
algorithms for the last 10 years in order to solve the navigation of autonomous
virtual robot in complex environment. We believe that all algorithms reviewed
in this paper will give researchers in the field of virtual environment, collision
detection and robotic about some fundamental background, issues and
challenges on how navigation procedures of autonomous virtual robot in such
a complex environment works.

Introduction
In general, path planning requires three vital concept; sensing, learning and reasoning (Gireesh et al.,
2010). Navigation of virtual robots is a complicated issue due to the fact that a variety of obstacles
have to be detected and an efficient collision free path must be chosen (Amir & Habib, 2010). In real
world, navigation of robots requires specific devices such as sensor and camera to determine the
reliable distances of robot from any obstacles that comprises the environment (Shyba & Tauseef,
2015). In order to develop a virtual robot navigation system with better collision avoidance function,
it requires higher computational time due to the fact that hundreds of testing must be conducted in
advance throughout the whole navigation procedures. This is the locus standee to moving forward on
the development of smooth path planning algorithm with efficient collision avoidance system in
virtual worlds and of course will open hundreds of new potential researches in the field of virtual
environment, collision detection between complex 3D model and robotics area. The ultimate aim in
this perspective is of course particularly in highly complex virtual environment; to reduce that
senseless computational and processing time, and at the same time activating highly efficient
algorithms and techniques with zero dependency to specific devices required to running the developed
system.
The navigation of virtual robot in complex environment can be performed normally in 2dimensional environment setting comprising thousands of polygons. Figure 1 shows several example
of complex environment in 3D form.
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Figure 1: Example of complex environment in 3D form

Literature review
Path planning algorithm with collision avoidance technique had been receiving considerable attention
over the past twenty years and many algorithms have been developed. Some of the techniques not
only need to detect the obstacles but also need to perform quantitative measurement which concerning
dimensions of the obstacles (Borenstein & Koren, 2014). Basically, path planning algorithms can be
divided into two categories namely global path-planning and local path-planning. Global pathplanning or offline path-planning requires complete information of the obstacles and the environment.
Hence, this enables the system to generate complete trajectory from start to goal even before the robot
starts motion (Leena & Saju, 2014). This concept is differ from the local path-planning where the
environment and obstacles information are completely unknown. Therefore, the robot gets
information through sensors as it travels throughout the environment and algorithm is needed to
develop path to reach target point.
There are various issues need to be considered in navigation of virtual robots due to various
purpose and function of the virtual robot itself. Most of proposed approaches are focusing on finding
the shortest path from the initial position to goal. Recently, researches are focusing on reducing the
computational time and enhancing smooth trajectory of the virtual robot (Zeyad et al., 2015). Other
ongoing issues include navigating the autonomous robots in complex environment, considering
movable obstacles, navigation of multi-agent robot and enhancement of natural motion for the robot
movement. Figure 2 shows related issues in path planning.
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Figure 2: Issues in path planning
Finding shortest path is the issue of finding the optimal path is with minimum path length, with
minimum reaching time and minimum control effort. Researchers are focusing on this issue in the
first place to ensure the robot to move to goal in very short time. A* search (Peter et al., 1968) is a
well-known best-first graph search algorithm for finding a correct and complete path from the initial
position to the goal. A* works by expanding the vertices inside the map and searching for the nodes
with lower estimated distance to the goal. The ability of this A* search algorithm to be manipulated in
many ways leads to the development of many path planning techniques.
Numerous number of graph search algorithm developed over the last decades have been tested
for path planning of autonomous robot in complex environment like terrain maps (Ouanezar et al.,
2008). D* Search (Anthony, 1994) and focused D*(Anthony, 1994) shows that they can be used for
dynamic path planning. However, it requires longer calculation and several replaning operations
(Ouanezar et al., 2008). Artificial Potential field algorithm (Khatib, 1986) also being tested for
complex environment, however suffer in local minima problem. Basic theta* (Nash, 2007) is reliable
to be used for any angle path-planning algorithm but spending long time in path planning calculation.
Another approach, Field D* (Anthony, 1994; Ferguson & Stents, 2006) is the extension of D* and D*
Lite which uses linear interpolation in order to generate paths with low-cost. Nash (2007) had also
develop AP theta* which is better that Theta* and Field D* in finding shortest path.
Several heuristic approaches have been developed to navigate robot in complex environment
such as the use of genetic algorithm introduced by Holland (1975). Genetic algorithm uses the
concept of chromosome as binary string to code each candidate solution (Holland, 1975). Neural
Network was used by Zacksenhouse et al., (1988) which algorithm can be used for dynamic
environment (Zelinsky, 1994). The idea of collision avoidance in neural network is that the target
attracts the robot while obstacle pushes away the robot (Amir, 2010). Several of these algorithms are
combined to achieve maximum result and resolving respective issue (Ouanezar et al., 2008).
Combination of neural networks and fuzzy logic has been proposed by Payeur et al. (1994) generally
developed for high level control of robots. In 1998, genetic-fuzzy approach was introduced which
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benefits in finding the optimal travel time and controlling the motion of a robot while avoiding
moving obstacles (Pratihar et al., 1998).
Most of the previous mentioned techniques are used for navigating autonomous virtual robot in
complex environment. The biggest main concern in this paper is the techniques used when the
complex environment is completely unknown by the autonomous robot.

Techniques for path planning with collision avoidance in navigating virtual robots in complex
environment
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Navigating mobile robots in complex environment is one of the challenges in robotics. The latest
techniques which is focusing on solving this issue include Bug Algorithm, path planning using
Corridor Maps, Follow the Gap Method, New Hybrid Navigation Algorithm, Intelligent Bug
Algorithm and Intelligent Follow the Gap Method. Artificial Potential Field Method has been
developed few decades ago. Figure 3 shows main classification of path planning algorithm in complex
environment.

Path Planning using Corridor Maps (2008)

The Bug Family (2012)

Complex
environment
Techniques





Bug-1 Algorithm
Bug-2 Algorithm
Distance-Bug
Algorithm

Follow the Gap Method
(2012)

New Hybrid Navigation Algo (2012)

Intelligent Bug Algorithm

Intelligent Follow The Gap Method
(2014)

Figure 3: The main classification of path planning algorithm in complex environment

Path planning using corridor maps
Initially, the path planning using corridor maps (Overmars, 2007) is developed to enhance smooth
trajectory of the robot moving from the start point to target point. At the same time, it is also
beneficial to be applied for solving path planning with complex environment. The corridor map is a
map whose edges represent collision-free corridors, consists of a backbone path and a set of boundary
circle centered on the path. This method uses one force function which can steer the character toward
the goal and keeps it inside corridor. Hence, the corridor map ensures the robot to move smoothly on
its path regardless of how complicated the environment is. It was proven that this technique is fast and
flexible resulting in a very reasonable final path.
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This algorithm was then improved in which uses two forces; boundary force and steering force.
In this improved method, boundary force will push the character away from the boundary of the
corridor and steering force guides the character toward the goal. As a result, this method has produced
natural paths for a large number of characters in complicated environments (Overmars, 2008).
However, this technique needs reference path to be specified in order for the robot to find from initial
position to goal position.
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The bug algorithm
The Bug Algorithm is a complete algorithm (Sezer, 2012) used in moving character especially in
complex environment where it plans direct path from source to destination until it faces an obstacle.
There are 3 versions of this method; Bug-1 Algorithm, Bug-2 Algorithm and Distance-Bug
Algorithm. Each version in Bug algorithm carries its own termination property (Zohaib et al., 2012).
It has two behaviors; move to goal mode and obstacle avoidance mode. Initially, the robot is in ‘move
to goal’ mode and changes to ‘obstacle avoidance’ mode when it faces an obstacles (Yufka, 2009). At
this stage, the robot will move along the edge of obstacle and compute new path from the leaving
point (x1, y1) to destination (x2, y2). The slope and intercept ‘c’ can be achievable from the following
formula.

Figure 4 shows the results from the a) Bug-1 Algorithm, b) Bug-2 Algorithm and c) Dist-Bug
Algorithm.

a) Bug-1 Algorithm

b) Bug-2 Algorithm

c) Dist-Bug Algorithm

Figure 4: Comparison between three version of Bug Algorithm (Zohaib et al., 2012)
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The Bug Algorithm is the simplest sensor-based technique and has some advantages where it
computes minimum distance to destination in a complex environment and does not suffer from local
minima problem (Zohaib et al., 2012). However this technique has some disadvantages where this
algorithm assumes the robot as a point and the trajectories are sometimes very long which took longer
time for the robot to reach goal (Zohaib et al., 2014).

Follow the Gap Method (FGM)
Follow the Gap Method (FGM) (Sezer et al., 2012) in one of the method for navigating the character
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which works by finding the widest gap among the obstacles and allows the robot to move through
center of the obstacles. It also calculates the best heading vector through the gap and finally calculates
the final angle (Zohaib, 2014). In FGM, the obstacles are firstly considered as circular objects. This
method requires the calculation of gap center angle, ϕ gap_c with the parameters d1, d2, ϕ1, ϕ2 and
final heading angle. Parameter ϕ1 and ϕ2 are the angles of obstacles to the maximum gap while d1 are
d2 the distances from obstacles to the maximum gap. Hence, the maximum gap is determined from the
generated gap array. Figure 5 (a) and (b) shows a triangle is illustrated to represent the gap center
angle.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Illustration of triangle representing Gap Center Angle (Sezer et al., 2012)

The gap center angle can be obtained by firstly applying the Cosine Rule into the ABC triangle.

(3)
Then, the Appollonius theorem is applied to the ABC triangle.
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(4)
Replacing l2 with Equation (3)

(5)
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Finally the Cosine Rule is applied once again to the ABD triangle

(6)
Replacing l2 and h2 with equation (3) and (5);

(7)

Finally, the gap center angle is achieved and this is where the robot moves between two obstacles. By
moving towards the biggest gap, safe trajectory is ensured (Sezer et al., 2012). Another main
advantage is that FGM does not suffer from local minima problem (Zohaib et al., 2012).This
technique is one of the new approach in navigating autonomous robot in complex environment,
however this method gives a drawback which also cannot avoid U and H-shaped obstacles (Zohaib et
al., 2014).

New Hybrid Navigation Algorithm (NHNA)
The New Hybrid Navigation Algorithm (NHNA) (Zhu et al., 2012) is the improved method of
Distance-Bug Algorithm. This improved technique consists of two layers, deliberative layer and
reactive layer. In the deliberative layer, the A* search is being used to find the path to goal. On the
other hand, the reactive layer steers the robot on the path planned by the deliberative layer, ensuring
obstacle avoidance by using distance-histogram bug algorithm (Zhu et al., 2012). As a result, the
combination of these two layers has successfully control the robot’s behavior in less computational
time. However, some drawbacks occur such as it is unable to avoid obstacles with U and H shape,
requires prior information of the environment and in some cases it may carry the robot away from its
trajectory position (Zohaib et al., 2014).
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Intelligent Bug Algorithm (IBA)
Intelligent Bug Algorithm (IBA) (Zohaib et al., 2012) is a technique improved from previous Bug
Algorithm which offers relatively lesser time for the robot to reach goal (Zohaib et al., 2014). It is
specifically built to solve navigation of autonomous robot in maze-like environment. In this method,
the robot simply moves from start to goal by following a reference path generated. When it faces an
obstacle, it will move along the edge of the obstacle until it reaches a leaving point. The leaving point
decision is based on the point where obstacle-free path is sensed, then it continues to move towards
goal (Zohaib et al., 2013). IBA is a goal-oriented algorithm and offers smoother trajectory in contrast
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with other Bug Algorithm.

Intelligent Follow the Gap Method
Newest technique, Intelligent Follow the Gap Method (IFGM) is developed in 2014 by Zohaib et al.,
works also by finding the gap between obstacles. Unlike previous techniques, it is specifically
develop to avoid obstacles with U and H shape. It use the same method in Follow the Gap method,
where center angle and maximum gap need to be computed. The main difference is that the movement
of the autonomous robot consists of two cases. The calculated distance of stored obstacles from the
robot (obs.dist) and the maximum gap (max. gap) are compared to dth and dobs. The dth represent the
value greater than the width of a squared shaped robot or radius of the robot, and d obs is set to be the
value higher than the speed of the robot (Zohaib et al., 2014). This method need to check whether,

obs. dist > dobs
max. gap > dth
If the condition is true, then the autonomous robot will move using Follow the Gap Method and if
otherwise it will move using Intelligent Bug Algorithm (IBA). The IBA is used as a solution in cases
where local minima will occur (Zohaib et al., 2014). The example of results are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The results of Intelligent Follow the Gap method (Zohaib et al., 2014)
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This method can solve the previous problem which the difficulty in avoiding obstacles with U and H
shape. Also, this technique do not suffer from local minima problem and no prior information is of the
environment is required (Zohaib et al., 2014).

Application in 10 years
This path planning with collision avoidance techniques mentioned in this paper are focussing on its
implementation in virtual world, so it can be tested in many times before implementing them in
mobile robots from the real world. These real world application areas include manufacturing
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industries, assembling industries, exploration, spying and monitoring (Zeyad et al., 2015). It can also
be implemented in transportation system especially in aircraft traffic control, autonomous cars and
underwater vehicles (Abrar et al., 2015). Other than that, the concept of path planning with collision
avoidance in virtual worlds can also be used in computer games, simulations, city models and on-line
games.

Conclusion
These techniques can be used for avoiding obstacles in complex environment, each of them has their
own advantages and disadvantages. Intelligent Follow the Gap Method is the best method so far
which can solve the local minima problem and can avoid obstacles with U and H shape. However,
these techniques mainly did not focus on other issues like ensuring natural motion of the autonomous
robot. Therefore, this can be the future research study in this field.
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